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Abstract 
 
A cheap, effective way of spreading news, distributing tasks and work-load within 
organizations is very important both for larger companies as well as for educational 
institutions. This work was performed in order to supply an easy-to-use and cost-efficient 
solution for such places. XPort is an administrative portal which allows teachers or company 
managers to quickly supply their students or co-workers with up-to-date information both 
through the Internet as well as via mobile phone text messages. The common user may also 
hand in their completed work or tasks through XPort and have them graded as well as 
commented on. Moreover, it is possible for administrative personnel to easily perform custom 
made surveys among specific users, or groups of users. XPort was designed to give a full 
overview over all currently ongoing projects, schedules, deadlines while at the same time 
serving as an effective mean of communication. 
 
This paper describes both the workings and theories behind the making of XPort and how 
they apply to the portal itself. It also discusses how XPort may ease the work-load of its users 
while they work in a safe and friendly environment. 
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1 Glossary of terms 
AJAX Asynchronous JavaScript And XML. 

Method for dynamically changing small bits on web page information. 
CMS Content Management System. 

System easing creation, updating and archiving of web pages. 
CSEE Computer Science and Electrical Engineering. 

Department at the Luleå University of Technology. 
CSS Cascading Style Sheets. 

Style sheet language for describing presentation of documents. 
DOM Document Object Model. 

Standard object model for representing XML or HTML related formats. 
HTML HyperText Markup Language. 

Language which web pages may be created with. 
HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol. 

Communications protocol for intranets or the WWW. 
IP Internet Protocol. 

Data-oriented communications protocol. 
LTU Luleå University of Technology. 

University where this work was performed. 
MO-SMS Mobile Originated – Short Message Service. 

Organization providing SMS-gateway services 
MySQL My Structured Query Language. 

Multithreaded, multi-user SQL database management system. 
PHP PHP: Hypertext Pre-processor. 

Scripting language which may be used to create dynamic web pages. 
SMS Short Message Service. 

Communications protocol for sending short mobile phone text messages. 
W3C World Wide Web Consortium. 

Main international standards organization for the WWW. 
WWW World Wide Web. 

System of interlinked hypertext documents. 
XML Extended Markup Language. 

Specification for creating custom markup languages. 
XMLHTTP Extended Markup Language HyperText Transfer Protocol. 

Application Programming Interface for transferring data between the server and 
the client. 
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2 Introduction 
2.1 Background 
It may sometimes be difficult for leaders in larger organizations to obtain a proper overview 
of, and effectively be able to administer, certain aspects of their work. It may also be lengthy 
for the individual members to, for instance, locate material, information, or just to find out 
what is expected of him or her. Assembling all of these matters in a single place as well as 
making them accessible to the users from their homes would make work easier for people at 
all levels of the organization. 
 
Today there already exist alternatives to XPort. However, these may not always be as flexible, 
cheap or as user friendly as said portal. 

2.2 Purpose 

• To supply a cheap, effective and user-friendly way of administrating organization 
activity. 

• To ease the handling of organization members, reports, hand-ins and surveys through 
overview as well as a safe and friendly environment. 

• To provide an effective and safe mean of communication through both the World 
Wide Web (WWW), internal messages, e-mail as well as through mobile phone text 
messaging and internal forums. 

• To give the organization an effective way of granting its members access to important 
files and data across geographical distances. 

• To allow for easy support, updates and management of the system itself. 

2.3 Delimitation 

• The current version of XPorts is aimed towards a target group that 
o speak either English or Swedish. 
o have at least little experience of working with Windows based systems and 

web browsers. 
o understand the meaning of western symbols and the western use of colours. 
o wish to use a system that is cheap, fast, flexible as well as easy to learn. 

• The functionality of the current version of XPort is limited to 
o not accepting incoming e-mail messages as the target group most likely has 

access to this functionality elsewhere; thus making it superfluous. 
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2.4 Goal 
The goal of this work was to build a fully operational web-based administration portal. This 
development includes both the construction of a light weight version Content Management 
System (CMS), which will henceforth be referred to as XCMS in order to distinguish between 
the two, as well as the individual modules that compose the portal itself. The portal was to be 
easy to maintain, support and use. It was also supposed to come with a low learning curve to 
take strain off of the user. 
 
The functionality that XPort was intended to support is stated below. 
 

• Uploading and downloading of documents and files. 
• Grading and commenting of documents and files. 
• Creation of user groups and sub-groups. 
• Communication between users as well as limited communication with individuals 

outside of the portal. 
o Internal messages. 
o Outgoing e-mails to both internal users and external addresses. 
o Outgoing, manually sent and system generated mobile phone text messages for 

dynamically selected users. 
o Incoming mobile phone text messages for publishing of new information. 
o Forums. 
o Commenting. 

• Registration to activities and seminars. 
• Scheduling and calendar. 
• Custom made surveys. 
• Contact list. 
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3 Methods and theory 
3.1 Cascading Style Sheets 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is used in web development in order to describe how pages are 
supposed to be presented. Essentially it was created to separate web page content from web 
page presentation, as mentioned in [Bos et al, 2007]. This is useful since doing so will make 
the pages more flexible as well as easier to control and manage. Basically CSS removes the 
need for the, often repeated, in-code specification of the look and feel placing it in a separate 
section. The specifications for CSS are maintained by the main international standards 
organization for the WWW, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). 

3.2 Document Object Model 
The development of the Document Object Model (DOM) was started by the W3C in the 
middle of the 90's. It is the way that JavaScripts understand the browser state as well as its 
containing Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) in order to dynamically manipulate the 
content and styles of web pages. The DOM is both platform as well as language independent, 
as stated in [Le Hégaret, 2002]. It is well suited for systems where information access is 
needed both out of order and time after time. This is due to the fact that it, in its parent-child-
sibling relationships, supports movement in any direction; thus allowing for any modification 
within the buffered document. 
 
The DOM exists in four levels, between zero and three, even though the 0th level was never 
an official standard published by the W3C. As mentioned in [Cover, 2003], Level 1 of the 
DOM includes navigation of the tree structure as well as document content manipulation, 
while DOM Level 2 also supports filtered views, XML namespace and events. As for DOM 
Level 3, it is made up by six different modules; each specifying extra functionality. This may 
be for instance, the support of event groups and key events as well as document formatting. 
Level 1, 2 and a few of the modules of Level 3 are since 2005 recommended standards by the 
W3C. 

3.3 DOM approach on hierarchical tree views 
Using the DOM to present interactive hierarchical tree views via a user browser is a powerful 
way of avoiding heavy client side scripting as well as complex multidimensional data arrays; 
as stated in [De Kerf, 2002]. It is close to ideal as the DOM is already hierarchical in itself, 
per definition. Since the only relatively time consuming part of the process is the compilation 
of the actual tree, the DOM approach leaves the user with a speedy and dynamic feeling. An 
effective way of employing the DOM for this work is to base it on a small client-side 
JavaScript together with basic HTML-tags, such as DIV and A. By using the DOM parent and 
sibling relationships it is possible to hide or show any part of an arbitrary tree structure; thus if 
a parent HTML-tag is hidden all of its children are also hidden, and vice versa. 
 
Consider the DIV-block based tree structure in image 3.3.a below. Each branch consists of a 
name as well as a container block made up by DIV-tags. Within the container there may be an 
arbitrary number of other branches and leafs. The actual tree representation that the user sees 
is found in image 3.3.b. When clicking on one of the branch name links, the user may through 
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the use of a relatively simple JavaScript expand or collapse the whole sub tree of that 
particular branch. In other words, the DIV-block of that specific branch is either hidden or 
shown, making everything inside of it disappear or appear in a quick and time efficient 
manner. Due to every DIV-block being equipped with its own display status, altering the 
visibility of a parent branch, does not affect the status of any of the children; thus leaving the 
sub trees exactly as the user left them before collapsing the parent branch. 
 

 
 
The JavaScript function which handles the tree manipulation consists of a single if-statement; 
when the calling branch is visible its status is set to hidden and vice versa. This method has a 
cross-browser support to the extent that it works on the later versions of the commonly used 
browsers. For instance, users running Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.00.3103.1000, Netscape 6, 
Mozilla/5.0 or newer will not experience any difficulties. 

3.4 Content Management System 
Just as the name implies, a CMS is an application used to ease the management of web 
content. In other words, it makes the presentation and publishing of information on web pages 
and web portals simpler to handle, as stated in [Van der Vliet, 2004]. It is popular both within 
organization’s internal networks as well as to show face on the Internet. While all of the 
informational content of the web page are stored in the CMS database it allows for easy 
editing and reviewing through a browser interface. The web page editor can without difficulty 
insert and format information via a web browser and then have the CMS parse it into a pre-
designed template. It is also common for a CMS to support customization of the look and feel 
and not just help with the editorial aspects. This makes the designing process easier as a 
foundation already exists. While functionality may differ between every CMS, there are a few 
basic aspects commonly supported; for instance site creation, management, distribution, 

Image 3.3.a. DOM tree paradigm. Image 3.3.b. Actual tree view.  
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archiving and publishing. The CMS anatomy may be divided into four different parts (image 
3.4.a) as written about in [Robertson, 2003].  
 

 
 
When creating or updating content for a site, many CMS supports a way of easy editing which 
allows the authors to work without actually knowing any web page programming themselves. 
These interfaces often works similarly to common text editing applications, however, they 
may sometimes even have support for layout drag-and-drop functionality. Created content is 
stored within a CMS database. This makes the information easy to access and allows for 
archiving of older versions. It is also possible to keep track of which user it was that changed 
what, in this manner. Moreover, a CMS may guarantee that users may only alter information 
that they are responsible for and are authorized to edit. 
 
Since all web page content is stored within a database, it is possible for the CMS to generate 
different pages containing the same information. This may also allow for user specific web 
page presentation, if such features are supported. Since all pages retrieves data from the same 
place, a CMS may ensure that changes are consistent throughout the entire site. As for the 
presentation part, it is not uncommon for these kinds of systems to support automated 
construction of menus or other similar aids to navigate sites. 

3.5 Asynchronous JavaScript and XML 
AJAX is a method which had its real breakthrough in late 2005 when Google Maps had it 
implemented as part of their system. It was created in order to enhance the end user 
experience while working with a web page. The purpose of this algorithm is to enhance the 
interactivity through supplying faster user feedback. This is essentially done by changing 
small bits of information without reloading the entire web page as stated in [Sureau, 2007]. 
Sureau also points out that the use of the AJAX method aids in creating a better sharing of 
resources. In other words, since applications implementing the AJAX solution are mainly 
executed on the client side, use of this method aids in removing work load from the server.  
 
The enhanced interactivity which AJAX provides comes from for instance the quick updates 
in category trees, feedback from search queries, expanding of web forms or just from 
informing the user that an operation was successful. A positive aspect of AJAX applications is 
that they do not need any extra plug-ins for the client’s browser; they do however require the 
user to have JavaScript enabled. The AJAX method does also, as most other algorithms, come 
with a few drawbacks. For instance, one of the main arguments of why not to employ AJAX 
is that the users may experience unexpected and for some of them a rather strange behaviour 
when clicking on the browser back-button; only the latest tiny change in a web page will 
revert on AJAX updated sites while the usual effect is that the entire page would disappear. In 
relation to this, dynamically updated web pages are difficult for the user to bookmark, should 
they wish to do so. 

Image 3.4.a. CMS anatomy. 
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AJAX theory may be divided into the three sections as displayed in image 3.5.a. Two of them 
are located on the client computer while the third is executed on the web server. The user web 
browser processes various events that are caused during common surfing. For instance, as the 
user triggers an AJAX-driven feature, a client side script is immediately notified of this. As 
stated in [Mozilla Development Center, 2008], the script code then assembles a XMLHTTP 
request and passes it on to the AJAX handling part of the system, which located on the server. 
The server code evaluates the request, gathers whatever information is needed and then sends 
its response to the user’s browser. After the browser has notified the client side script, the 
response is parsed and the web page is dynamically updated. Between the time that the 
request is first sent to the server, and the time that the response is received, the client side is 
notified about any changes in the ready state. In other words, the developer will receive 
notifications of the state being uninitialized, loading, loaded, interactive and finally complete, 
which allows them to act on these changes. All through this procedure, the user is able to use 
their browser to surf as normal. 

3.6 Database models – Adjacency List vs. Nested Set 
3.6.1 Adjacency List model description 
A common way to store information in a database is to have it arranged as a flat list, as for 
instance in the Adjacency List model; an example may be seen in table 3.6.1.a and image 
3.6.1.a. In this model every node entry has its parent specified in the database, as Mike Hillyer 
mentions in [Hillyer, 2006], except for the root node since it does not have a parent. Here, 
insertion is done by creating a new entry in the database specifying the new node’s parent 
reference to which ever node it should be placed under. This is followed by modifying any 

Image 3.5.a. The AJAX method. 
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existing node’s parent references to point towards the inserted node; should there be any 
children that should be placed below the new one. Deletion is performed in much the same 
way; the existing node is to be removed from the database, and all references pointing to it 
need to be updated. Failing to do the latter may have serious consequences for the reliability 
of the storage. The extraction of a sub-tree from the database may be done through multiple 
database queries; one for each level on each branch. 
 

Node name: Parent node:
Node 1 Null 
Node 2 Node 1 
Node 3 Node 2 
Node 4 Node 3 
Node 5 Node 3 
Node 6 Node 2 
Node 7 Node 1 
Node 8 Node 7 
Node 9 Node 7 
Node 10 Node 7 

 
 
 

 

3.6.2 Nested Set model description 
When working with a relational database, the Nested Set model is an effective way of 
handling the data. This is since it allows the hierarchical information to be viewed as a nested 
set of containers; see the example in table 3.6.2.a and image 3.6.2.a. Every container may 
contain any arbitrary data, just as long as it is also equipped with a left and a right value 
holder. The left value represents the beginning of the container and the right value represents 
the end. Thus, any given container holds every container which right and left values are 
between those of the given container. For instance, container C3 in the mentioned example 
table has the left and right values three and eight respectively. Therefore it contains C4 and 
C5 as their left and right values are all between those of C3. 
 
Insertion of new containers into this model is performed by adding a database entry with left 
and right values specifying its location. This is followed by increasing the values of the other 
entries which are higher or equal to that of the inserted container. Deletion is performed in 
much the same way. The entry itself is removed from the database, and the higher container 
values are reduced in order to fill up the gap. In this way it is possible to make room for new 
data, or shrink the tree if data was deleted, in a relatively straight forward manner. Retrieving 

Image 3.6.1.a. Graphical representation of the Adjacency List example.

Table 3.6.1.a. Adjacency List example. 
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sub-trees from this database model is performed by extracting all containers which has a left 
and a right value between those of the sub-tree’s root container; and of course the root 
container itself. 
 

Container name: Left: Right:
Container 1 (C1) 1 20 
Container 2 (C2) 2 11 
Container 3 (C3) 3 8 
Container 4 (C4) 4 5 
Container 5 (C5) 6 7 
Container 6 (C6) 9 10 
Container 7 (C7) 12 19 
Container 8 (C8) 13 14 
Container 9 (C9) 15 16 
Container 10 (C10) 17 18 

 
 

 

3.6.3 Comparison 
The Nested Set model is to be preferred if dealing with hierarchically arranged information in 
a database. Comparing this model to the Adjacency List model spreads light on the 
advantages of the previous one. It is foremost a cost issue in regards to performance as the 
extraction of arbitrary trees or sub-trees may be a very common task if the data is to be used 
in any type of application. Applying the use of the Adjacency List model would put an 
unnecessary amount of work on the server as the number of database queries increases with 
the size of the tree to be extracted. The Nested Set model allows for this to be done in two 
queries, regardless of the extent of the tree. Another disadvantage with the Adjacency List 
model is that if not careful while deleting nodes, whole sub-trees may become orphaned as 
also stated in [Hillyer, 2006].  

3.7 Interface design 
According to [Hewett, 2008] and [Tognazzini, 2003], the design aspect of web page 
construction is vital when building a system for someone else to use. One cannot simply 
create the same interface for every living soul on earth. Depending on things like target group 
experience, culture, religious or personal values and backgrounds, different design choices 
need to be made. Such choices may, for instance, be made to remove frustrating machine-like 
tasks for skilled users as well as to lower the learning time for less experienced ones. Matters 

Table 3.6.2.a. Nested Set example.

Image 3.6.2.a. Graphical representation of the Nested Set 
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such as interface colouring or where to place which pieces of information is also important. 
As some people may be colour blind and since different cultures assign different values to 
different colours, symbols or icons, one has to find a design suiting the expectations of the 
hypothetical customers. Failing to do this, may result in serious consequences in regards of 
time and money investments for the developers, and in great confusion for the misinterpreting 
user. No one will want to use a system that is difficult and exhausting to use, or that takes 
their attention away from their actual work. 

3.7.1 Jakob Nielsen's ten usability heuristics 
In order to meet the need and expectations of a target group, there are several things that may 
and should be considered. Dr Jakob Nielsen has from his experience as a usability designer 
composed the ten important heuristics in [Nielsen, 2005], stated and explained below. These 
are a beneficial aid in uncovering usability flaws before they become problems according to 
[Wood, 2004]. 
 

1. Visibility of system status. 
It is important that the user always feel that they are in control of the system. An 
effective way of adding to this feeling is to always keep them informed of what is 
happening. However, this feedback should be easy for the user to understand and be 
provided within a reasonable amount of time. 

 
2. Match between system and the real world. 

By using concepts, phrases and words that are normally found in the user’s everyday 
life, it will make it easier for them to understand the system. A system which does not 
present information in a logical and natural order or uses a lot of technical terms may 
seem frightening to the user. 

 
3. User control and freedom. 

The system should not make the user feel limited in any way. They should be provided 
with undo-functionality, back-buttons or other emergency exits if they realize that they 
have made a mistake. Should the need arise, the user must always feel that they can 
easily bring themselves back to familiar ground. 

 
4. Consistency and standards. 

When the same thing appear in different situations, it is necessary to use the same 
word or way to describe it in the extent possible through out the system. It should be 
clear to the user whether or not different actions or situations have the same effect. It 
is also beneficial to present the interface in such a way that the user may recognize the 
functionality from other applications on the same platform. 

 
5. Error prevention. 

One should be aware where user errors may occur and stop them before they happen. 
Cleverly designed feedback and error messages are key in making the system safe for 
the user. If error attracting conditions could not be eliminated all together, a 
reasonable use of warning messages may help the user. 
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6. Recognition rather than recall. 
To try to remember something is a far more demanding task for the user than it is for 
them to recognize it from the screen. In an attractive interface it is therefore vital to 
avoid forcing the user to memorize information. Instructions and information on how 
to use the system should also be provided to the user, or be easily retrievable when 
needed. 

 
7. Flexibility and efficiency of use. 

A way of making a system more efficient for more experienced user is to provide them 
with shortcuts. These accelerators may not, however, be presented in such a way that 
they might confuse the novice user. Allowing users to tailor actions that they perform 
frequently is also beneficial for the usability of the system. 

 
8. Aesthetic and minimalist design. 

Things that are really important in an interface will fade into the background and 
become relatively less visible to the user if one provides too much information at the 
same time. Rarely needed, superfluous and irrelevant information should be hidden 
from the user. 

 
9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors. 

Understandable error messages are crucial in a good user interface. If the system 
makes the users feel stupid or bad about themselves, they will not like to use it. 
Writing the messages in plain language and avoiding the use of error codes will help 
fulfilling this. Supplying constructive solution suggestions may also prove beneficial. 

 
10. Help and documentation. 

Help and documentation should not need to be provided to the user in the ideal case. It 
may become necessary, however, and is therefore a very important part when creating 
a user friendly environment. The information ought to be well focused, not too 
excessive, and easy to understand. Concrete lists of steps for the user to follow may be 
valuable. 

3.7.2 Personas and scenarios 
As [Quesenbery, 2006] states, constructing personas is an effective way of evolving the long 
lists of demographic data regarding a system’s target group into something more useful. 
Transforming these lists into something which it is possible to relate to makes it easier for the 
system designers to come up with design ideas and see that they are in fact designing for 
people; the users does through this method in a sense become members of the design team. 
 
As a complement to personas it is possible to also create different scenarios. Since it is natural 
to tell stories about user experiences when discussing design this is also what enhances the 
usefulness of the personas. A scenario is actually a series of events which the persona needs to 
fulfil in order to reach a certain goal. Keeping these goals small and manageable makes it 
easier to focus on certain layout or interface functionality. A story should however contain at 
least three things; a goal and a reason, a description of the interaction with the system, as well 
as a result obtained at the end of the scenario. The goal and the reason states the personas 
motivation to interact with the system as well as what they wish to achieve. Keeping the 
descriptions on a relatively high level in regards of explaining how to solve tasks leaves room 
for the persona to make user mistakes, thus uncovering error prone conditions. At the end, the 
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persona receives a result of the performed interaction discovering if this was what was to be 
expected of the system. 

3.8 SMS gateway 
An SMS gateway is a way of channelling communication between the WWW and mobile 
phones through short text messages. It allows for these messages to be sent from, and received 
by, network connected computers; as shown in [Ozeki, 2008]. This is what allows certain 
communities to support SMS sending through simple online web forms, or the possibility for 
users to buy merchandise online having it all charged to the mobile phone bill. SMS gateways 
make it possible to affect online web pages even if one has no access to a computer, and on 
the other end, it is possible for web pages to send automated notifications to key individuals 
no matter where they are. 
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4 Implementation 
The implementation of XPort was done using the PHP: Hypertext Pre-processor (PHP) and 
JavaScript languages together with a MySQL database server. There is much work done to 
simplify working with this type of databases through PHP, therefore this seemed to be a 
logical choice of tools.  The JavaScript language is both powerful as well as commonly used 
and supported by most users; hence, there is no current reason to choose something different. 
During the development, a rough documentation regarding which database tables and fields 
belong to which parts of the system was created; see Appendix B. It is a tool which has been 
used to supply a bit of overview in keeping track on database components; it may also 
however be used to ease for future work, or help new developers to understand the system. 

4.1 System overview 
In order to use the XPort system, the customer needs a PHP supporting web server connected 
to the Internet or a local area network. Attached to the network, there also needs to be a 
MySQL database server; not necessarily placed on the same machine. It is also necessary to 
have access to a SMS gateway in order to enjoy the full functionality support of XPort. 
During the development and for the first release of XPort, a gateway called MO-SMS was 
used. As for the clients who are to access the system, they have to be equipped with 
JavaScript enabled web browsers as well as connections to the network in question. 

4.1.1 Requirements 
In order for XPort to be a competitive and effective system which is to be preferred before 
similar applications, the following requirements are met in the first official release. 
 

• Follow current day standards. 
In order to ease future work as well as compatibility issues, XPort shall follow the 
different standards of today to the point possible. Since existing standards are well 
tested, almost all of the childhood diseases that new techniques may suffer from have 
had time to be resolved. If standards cannot be fully followed, wide support should be 
added in the extent possible. 

 
• Flexible and modular system with easily exchanged parts. 

In order for XPort to be an up-to-date and competitive system, it is crucial to allow for 
easy updates, debugging and altering. By offering the developers an enhanced 
overview of the system by upholding strict borders between the various components 
will give them a better understanding as well as a clearer sight of what has to be done. 
Due to a well defined communication interface between the system modules it will be 
easier to integrate new functionality in the future. 

 
• Support of language. 

Even though the first release was limited to English and Swedish speaking audiences, 
possible future users may not be able to speak these languages. Hence, a language 
system which support easy language upgrades is highly important. This possibility to 
make the software understandable to more groups of customers will make XPort a 
more attractive system. 
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• Jakob Nielsen’s ten usability heuristics. 
Customers will not invest neither time nor money in a system that is too time 
consuming, or to complex for them to use, therefore XPort needs an easy and highly 
effective environment. It is essential for XPort to meet all of Nielsen’s ten heuristics 
by the first official release. 
 

• Standardized concepts. 
To lower the systems learning curve as well as to reduce cost, using concepts that the 
end user is already familiar with is necessary.  

 
• Cheap and low resource requirements. 

It should be possible for the users to be able to use XPort and fully utilize its 
functionality without investing in expensive new computer equipment. Hardware 
which is a few years old should work flawlessly while running the system and the 
software tools needed should be freely available on the Internet. Cost should not be an 
issue when it comes to using XPort. Should there be a need for cost, it should be held 
low making it possible for smaller companies and educational institutions to run the 
system as well. 
 

• Limitation of other licenses. 
For an application to be requiring third party licenses may cause both financial as well 
as legal issues. It is not favourable for the development to be hindered by terms set up 
by others in such software agreements. Being forced to acquire licenses may also 
bring an extra and unwelcome rise in cost of the system. Removing these kinds of 
restrictions from XPort will also make future work easier. 

4.2 Software design overview 
The XPort system may be divided into two large parts; the XCMS and the eight modules 
building up the portal. As for the XCMS, it is the basis on which the whole portal rests. This 
is what ties all the contents as well as all of the modules together. It is a light weight version 
of a common CMS that is designed to keep track of the system users, access levels, page 
generation as well as all of the portal content itself. It aids in separating the layout design of 
the templates form the background page functionality and database manipulation; thus easing 
both updating and maintenance processes for system administrators. The modules on the other 
hand, are what add the support of different functionality to XPort. These are stated and 
summarized below. 
 

• Message box 
The message box module is responsible for managing a user’s incoming and outgoing 
messages. It also keeps track on message folders. 
 

• Comment 
This module handles the commenting functionality of the portal. A comment may be 
seen as a virtual Post-it note and can be attached to many different objects within 
XPort. A news item is a special version of a comment. 
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• Contact 
Organization members may keep track of each other using the functionality provided 
by the contact module. Its functionality also let members know whether or not other 
people are logged on to the system. 
 

• Groups 
This module is responsible for managing the various projects and courses in the 
system. It keeps track of all of the different project components, supplied by other 
modules, grouping them together. 
 

• Forum 
The forum functionality is added to XPort through this module. It gives the users the 
possibility to discuss various project or course matters openly within the group. 
 

• Calendar 
The XPort calendar module supplies scheduling ability to the users. This way they will 
be able to keep track on things like important deadlines, class schedules or any other 
arbitrary event. 
 

• File and document archive 
The archive module makes it possible to upload files and documents to the portal 
making them easily available to other users of the system. It is possible to have 
different level of access on different material. 
 

• System administration 
This module is what gives the system administrator the means to administer the 
system and manage its users. It also allows for log and statistics viewing. 

 
Basically there are four different areas, or states of access, within the XPort portal. One of 
these has been divided into three sections as shown in Appendix A. The first of these that is 
encountered by the users is open to the public; may that be on the Internet or on a private 
office network. This is the state where a user is visiting the portal but has not yet logged into 
the system. In this open area, there are not many actions which may be performed since 
anybody connected to the network in question may gain access to it. Hence, the two basic 
functions supported in this state are the possibility to log into the system, and to have ones 
password reset. The latter functionality may be used if the password has been compromised or 
forgotten. 
 
The system administrator state of access is concentrated on management of the portal itself. 
For instance, a system administrator may gain overview of the XPort users, add new members 
and edit or remove old ones through this state. It is also possible to view visit logs and see 
statistics in this area.  
 
In the state called the leader-teacher area managers or people in leading positions have 
possibility to administer various projects or courses. This is where the creation of new such 
groups takes place, as well as the deletion of old ones. Leaders may through this management 
choose which members that should have access to the groups, set up calendars and deadlines, 
monitor group forums as well as manage the file and document archive. It is also through this 
area that assignments or tasks is received, graded and commented on by the managers and 
teachers. 
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The private access area is where the common user will be granted access. This space has been 
further divided into three different parts in order to give more overview to the system. As it 
should seem natural and logical to the common user, these parts are made into a private area, 
a public area as well as a project area. The private area holds all of the matters which are close 
to the individual. Here the message box may be found together with the personal calendar, 
uploaded files and documents as well as the user’s own forum threads and posts. This is also 
where users have access to settings like language selection. 
 
The public area is a place in the portal which is accessible to all system users and leaders. 
Here news regarding the entire organization may be posted in order to quickly reach the entire 
mass of people. It is possible to keep an official schedule in this area which hold track of 
things that concern everybody; like big release-dates or just the company picnic. In the public 
file and document archive the organization have the possibility to make important information 
easily available to all of its members. Here they may keep documents holding everything from 
official report templates to the company policy on drugs and alcohol. This area is also where 
students, for instance, may search for and join course groups or projects. 
 
The project part of this accessibility level holds everything that are of specific concern to the 
members of each project. Even though this area is thought to hold all of the system’s projects, 
each one exist in its own instance; thus they are all separated from one another. In this sense, 
every project has its own file and document archive as well as its own calendar, forum and 
news section. A common user may be a member of an arbitrary number of project groups. 
However, no part of a project may be accessed without a granted membership. At the starting 
pages of each area, the logged in user will be able to see things that are new, unread or that 
now requires their attention. These may be matters like unread new messages, unread news 
items, new assignments or task as well as unread answers to their forum posts. 

4.3 Interface testing and evaluation 
In order to locate flaws and possible error prone conditions within the XPort user interface, 
three personas were created for role playing purposes; each with different prerequisites as 
shown in Appendix C. These personas were designed so that they should investigate different 
aspects of the system. For instance, the older gentleman in persona number three takes on a 
careful approach to the administration portal. Since he does not really trust technology that he 
cannot control he takes his time reading the available help slowly planning his next move. In 
contrast, the young boy in who embodies persona number one uses a more direct approach; he 
clicks around in the interface trying out the various functionality until he finally gets to where 
he wants. In this way, persona number three helps in uncovering inadequate system help and 
points to which pieces of information that may be unnecessary difficult to locate, while 
persona number one aids in making the system more robust and secure in aspects of 
recovering form user mistakes. Since persona number two is considered a more experienced 
computer user who has worked both with system development as well as administration, she 
is useful for improving the various shortcuts and time-saving features of XPort. 
 
These personas were used together with various scenarios in order to investigate various 
aspects of the interface. A few examples of these scenarios may also be found in Appendix C. 
For instance, example scenario number one for persona number one was used to find out if the 
assignment hand-in functionality was robust enough to handle the personas trial-and-error 
approach. This helped in finding parts of the interface which needed improvement in regards 
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to how the user may recover from their own mistakes. Another example of the scenario usage 
is persona three’s second example. Here, while examining every bit of relevant help, the 
careful teacher makes sure that the portal’s informational tool-tips and interface aids are 
helpful enough for creating a new schedule for a group. Different scenarios and different 
persona personalities helped in bettering the interface of XPort. 

4.4 XPort Content Management System 
The foundation of XPort consists of highly dynamic light version of a CMS, named XCMS. 
The purpose of creating this was to ease the insertion and deletion of parts within the portal, 
without having to deal with major system rebuilds. This allows for a quick and cost-efficient 
way of future development as well as custom tailoring to better suit the end-users needs. 
Another benefit gained from the XCMS is that it effectively separates background 
functionality and database workings from the graphical design and layout. This supplies a less 
confusing overview of the system, thus making it easier to understand. The XCMS consists of 
two major parts; the PHP-scripts that processes, generates and parses the information, and the 
HTML-based templates which handle the interface output and design. 

4.4.1 Background workings 
The backbone of the XCMS is never really visible to the end-user. It is based on a number of 
PHP script files that receives and processes input; to which response output is generated. The 
code is divided in a logical and natural way, keeping every different function of the server-
side code separated. The first thing that is done when the main script is called is the 
initialization process. This includes setting up a connection to the database together with 
creating instances of necessary classes such as the ones granting session and parsing support. 
In order to maintain the flexibility of the XCMS, specifiable parameters are gathered in a 
specific set-up file containing only an information array. Through this script file it is possible 
to for instance set paths, enter database and server information, setting time formats as well as 
changing debug level. It is also possible to specify whether or not visits and members should 
be logged, default templates and administrator contact information. 
 
As for the accessibility to each module, every system part which the user should be able to 
use need to have an entry in the pages script file. Similarly to the set up file, it also consists of 
a single array. However, here every entry is combining a key word with a module path and a 
module name. This key word is what is used in the address field to specify the desired page. 
Using this kind of file gives a relatively easy way of temporarily deactivating any module 
supported by the system; should the user try to access something that does not exist in the file, 
they are automatically redirected to the main page of their account. There is another file just 
like this one used for portal guest visitors; this however, does only contain entries for the log-
in functionality and the outer main page. 
 
In the XCMS include-library there are several important script files. For instance, there is a 
database folder containing a file named MySQL containing all of the functions for database 
manipulation. The system is designed in such a way that, as long as all the functions within 
this file exist, one may create support for other databases. In other words, it is possible to 
implement the existing MySQL functions in a new file and then have the XCMS use that 
instead. Which database script to use is specified in the previously mentioned set-up file.  
 
Another important script contained within this include-library is the session file. This class 
adds the support of the session related functionality; for instance, the loading and unloading of 
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members, the authorization check as well as session retrieval. Once a member is loaded, all of 
their user specific information is taken from the database and stored within the provided 
information holders. This is also where the language is set to the one specified by the member. 
The template class file is another important part of the XCMS. This is what adds the 
possibility for the system to put together the page itself. Here functions like for instance the 
ones for assigning outer and inner templates reside, together with compiling and parsing 
functions as well as template variable assigning tools. Also functionality used for adding 
JavaScript and CSS files is kept in this class. The template class has support of basic 
programming functionality in its work of creating web page output. This is for instance the 
functionality of if-statements, looping as well as nested looping. Because of this, it is easier to 
have the XCMS generate for instance arbitrary large lists, or to exclude certain parts of a web 
page should conditions not be met.  
 
There are two folders in the XCMS root which content may vary from portal to portal; the 
pages folder, and the templates folder. The pages-folder is where all of the portal specific 
generator scripts are stored. These may be naturally separated by keeping every module in 
specific folders. Templates is basically constructed in the same way; however, it contains all 
of the template files which are used for the page generate process. It may be useful to keep 
specific folders here for overhead matters such as CSS, commonly used JavaScript files as 
well as basic graphical images which are shown on every page. The roots of the two 
directories may contain scripts and templates used for generating and outputting the outer 
frame of the portal; as is the case with XPort. 
 
As a small security measure, access to the system is only granted through the main index 
script file. If a user tries to access, for instance, the message box script file directly they will 
be denied and redirected to the main page of the system. This is done by setting an access flag 
for every instance going through the index file, and keeping a short check at the top of every 
PHP-script file within the system. If the user entered the portal in a proper way, this flag will 
be true and they will be granted access. 

4.4.2 Output and interface design 
The templates which are the basis for the generation of the portal web pages are all written in 
either HTML or XML depending on their specific purpose. The HTML is used for everything 
that the user will be able to view; in other words, the pop-ups as well as the rest of the 
interface. XML on the other hand is used to transfer information between the server and the 
client when using, for instance, the AJAX method. The XCMS uses templates in such a way 
that it allows for outer frame design as well as page specific layout. This means that the parts 
of a site that does not vary between the different pages may be kept in the outer frame 
templates. This reduces the amount of duplicated code within the system. It is beneficial to 
keep things like the page header, logos and menus in this kind of template. The page specific 
templates contain the interface that is supposed to change when the system user travels to 
different areas of the portal.  
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Explanation Template code syntax 

Loop of array_1. 
 
 

<!-- BEGIN array_1 --> 
 
<!-- END array_1 --> 

Insertion of data in VARIABLE. {VARIABLE} 

Nested loop containing array_1 
and array_2. Insertion of data in 
VARIABLE. 
 

<!-- BEGIN array_1 --> 
   <!-- BEGIN array_1.array_2 --> 
      {array_1.array_2.VARIABLE} 
   <!-- END array_1. array_2 --> 
<!-- END array_1 --> 

If-statement. 
 
 

<!-- BEGIN if_condition--> 
 
<!-- END if_condition --> 

 
 
Various functionality is available when creating templates for the XCMS. As seen in table 
4.4.2.a, one of these is the possibility to loop through arrays of data which has been sent 
through the template class. The syntax used when writing the template files is relatively 
straight forward; everything within the two HTML-comment lines BEGIN and END will be 
looped as long as there are still elements left in array_1. The other basic support is the 
insertion of variable data; these may also be added through the template class functions. 
Nested loops are where things get relatively more complicated. As seen in the table every 
entry in array_1 will be checked for the occurrence of array_2; should there be one, it will 
also be looped through. For every element in array_2, the contents of VARIABLE will be 
inserted into the web page. Should either the VARIABLE or any of the arrays not exist, they 
will simply be ignored. As for the if-statement functionality, it is a special case of a loop. If 
the if_condition is set to the Boolean value true instead of to an array, the code within the 
BEGIN and END comments will be processed; if there is nothing assigned to if_condition it 
will be ignored. Other than this, the creation of page templates is done using common HTML. 
JavaScripts and the use of CSS are added to each page through the use of these functions in 
the template class file. 

4.4.3 Language support 
The XCMS language support is relatively straight forward. Basically, there exists one user 
area language file as well as one system administrator file for each supported language. Each 
of these files contains an array with corresponding labels for every entry. Table 4.4.3.a shows 
an example of what these language files may look like. Adding new language support to 
XPort is mostly about creating a copy of an existing language files, and then translating each 
entry into the desired language. When this is done it is all a matter of making the XCMS 
aware of the new language so that the users may start using it. Since every language in XPort 
has its array-files sorted into language specific folders, this is done through entering the folder 
name in the system setup file. In other words, first one needs to locate the language-label in 
the setup file array, and then add the folder name to this entry’s language name array. 

Table 4.4.2.a. Code syntax used for template creation.
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Short example of an English language file Short example of a Swedish language file
 
$lang = array( 

monday => "Monday", 
 tuesday => "Tuesday", 
 wednesday => "Wednesday",
 thursday => "Thursday", 
 friday => "Friday", 
 saturday => "Saturday", 
 sunday => "Sunday", 
); 
 

 
$lang = array( 
 monday => "måndag", 
 tuesday => "tisdag", 
 wednesday => "onsdag", 
 thursday => "torsdag", 
 friday => "fredag", 
 saturday => "lördag", 
 sunday => "söndag", 
); 
 

 
 
Keeping this kind of language support makes it easier to broaden the target group, or better 
tailor the system for potential customers. It also gives a good overview of what kind of 
language is used throughout the portal. This is especially useful if one would wish to target 
the system towards specific groups; high school students may feel more at home with an 
easier kind of language while software engineers at a development company may prefer a 
more technical approach. Such desires are easily fulfilled by switching the language file. The 
language support is used by replacing the actual word or phrase in the generating scripts with 
a reference to the proper label in the language array. The XCMS then uses the member’s 
language settings to find which file that contains the correct array, after which it inserts the 
desired sentences during the parsing phase. 

4.4.4 Instant JavaScript tool-tip 
A JavaScript based version of the common tool-tip functionality exists in the XCMS 
JavaScript library. This was created in order to support an instant and consistent way of 
providing the user with help as well as additional information on various topics, while 
allowing for a message layout which fits right into the rest of the XPort design; thus not 
attracting unnecessary attention stealing it away from what is really important to the user. The 
script is called as soon as the user moves their mouse cursor over an appropriate object or 
item on the screen, and is in itself relatively simple. In the outer frame design template there is 
a HTML DIV-tag identifiable by the id-attribute. This is what is used to contain the tool-tip 
text which is to be shown to the user. There are two JavaScripts used for the presentation 
itself; one to show the tool-tip, and one to take it away. The first one essentially calculates the 
coordinates of the tool-tip and makes the container visible, while the second one simply hides 
it using the style visibility option. Thus, using this tool-tip functionality is only a matter of 
calling the display function with the appropriate message when the mouse cursor is moved 
over an object, and to use the hide function as the cursor moves away. 

4.4.5 Development error tool 
During the development process, XCMS supports a simple tool for debugging and receiving 
error reports. It is basically an extension of the built-in PHP function die; called _die in its 
new form. The XCMS version does not simply terminate the script process after printing an 
eventual string like the already existing function does, it also supports the viewing of a parsed 
message in the user’s browser. Even though the portal script calling the _die function is halted, 
the XCMS processes the message and generates it into a predefined error template. This 
allows for a manageable format of what ever error message that is sent through the function. 

Table 4.4.3.a. Language file comparison example of the two supported languages. 
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4.5 The file and document archive 
The file and document archive is a functionality that is added through the archive module. 
The two main purposes of this are to allow organizations to keep important files in the same 
place, easily accessible to its members, as well as letting teachers or managers publish lecture 
slides or project documentation to be accessed by their students or project group members. 
Anything that is published within a group file archive is only accessible by the members of 
that specific group. Hence, material will not fall into the improper hands nor will it annoy or 
confuse people who have nothing to do with it. This module is also what allows for instance 
students to hand in documents such as reports or other material to their teachers. In these 
cases, the submitted files will only be available to the teacher in question as well as the person 
handing it in. All materials sent to others in this fashion will be available in ones private file 
and document archive. This is also where the users need to go should they be interested in 
reading possible comments or checking for grades.  
 

 
 
As seen in image 4.5.a, the data flow shows that folders may contain several files, which in 
order retrieves their owner data from the member database table. A project’s hand-in 
functionality may be made to include a file; hence, there is data flow in this direction also. 
The database table containing the folders is constructed using the Nested Set model, meaning 
each folder entry has a left and a right hand value. Apart from this, folders also have names, 
owners, creation dates as well as counters keeping track of the number of files in them. 
Information about each file is stored in a special file table; for instance, data on who owns the 
file, which folder it is located in, name, size as well as number of downloads is kept here. The 
files themselves are stored with encrypted filenames on the server. As download is only 
possible through the XPort download functionality it is only the web server that needs access 
to where the files are kept. The file archive tree in the browser interface is based on the DOM 
method for hierarchical tree structures; see Appendix D Image 8.4.f for tree interface design.  

4.6 Internal and external messaging service 
The XPort message module adds support of a message box for each user. In this box they may 
keep any kinds of messages which were sent to them. An example of the interface design may 
be found in Appendix D Image 8.4.d. Users may also create an arbitrary number of message 
folders, should they wish to move their messages in order to keep them sorted in some way. A 
sent-messages box is also supplied to the user, containing all of the messages that they 
themselves have sent. 
 
There are three different types of messages supported in the current release of XPort. The first 
type, internal message, is the one which is intended to be used most frequently. These 
messages may only be sent to people who has an account at the XPort portal, as they are only 
inserted into the database and then shown when the receiver opens their message box. Internal 
messages may be sent to either single users, or predefined groups of users. For instance, it is 
possible to send mass-messages to entire project groups or classes of students. The second 
type is mobile phone text message; these may both be sent from, and received by the XPort 

Image 4.5.a. File archive data flow.
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system. However, as this option might cost money for the system owner depending on mobile 
phone gateway provider, access to it is limitable by the system administrator. E-mail is the 
third type of messages that this module supports; these may however not be received from 
external addresses, only sent to them form the system. Messages in a user’s message boxes 
may be replied to, or forwarded to other users, just as in most similar systems. When a 
message is read or deleted by the receiver, it is marked as such in the database allowing the 
sender to see these changes. This may be useful in order to ensure that information has 
reached everyone it was supposed to.  
 

 
 
There are two PHP-based server-side scripts which are responsible for inner workings of the 
message box module; one generating pages or pop-ups from the page templates and one that 
outputs XML responses to the AJAX calls. Both of these scripts get their input via client side 
JavaScripts. The arrowed lines in image 4.6.a are one way communications, whereas the ones 
with no arrows allow communication back and forth. 
 
Anything going through the message box script on the left hand side of the picture will cause 
the entire web page to reload. This is done using the various templates depending on which 
page is to be shown. The message box, pop-up and folder list templates shown in the picture 
represents what is generated and shown in the user’s web browser. As where the message box 
template is used to display message containers such as the user’s inbox or any other arbitrary 
folder that they might have created, the pop-up templates are used for message sending, 
forwarding or replying functionality. Small changes made with the browser passes through the 
AJAX JavaScripts to the server-side AJAX PHP-script. For instance, the mark-as-read and 
send message functionalities are performed using this approach. The AJAX-request is 
processed on the server and an XML response is assembled and returned. All the time, 
feedback is sent to the browser in order to give the user a hint on the current progress and on 
what is happening. 
 
The mobile phone text message part of the module may be used in order to send short urgent 
messages to other XPort users. Since this is the only message option which actually costs 
money, it is possible for the system owner to limit access to it; thus allowing only certain 
users or groups of users to have access to it. Just like with a common internal message or an 
e-mail message, text messages are sent using the AJAX approach. Since the receivers mobile 
phone number is automatically retrieved from the XPort database it is not possible to send 
messages outside of the organization on its expense. Naturally, should a user not wish to share 
their mobile phone number with the system, they will not be able to receive any text messages 
from it. When the server-side of XPort receives a notice that a message is supposed to be sent 
through this method, it first parses the message into the right format and then sends it to the 
SMS gateway together with receiver information to be further transferred.  

Image 4.6.a. The server-client communications.
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As for the database workings, there are two message box module specific tables that were 
created for this part of the system. However, the table containing member information is also 
used in order to help with, for instance, access issues and message listing. The first module 
specific table is the one containing the messages themselves. Here, one entry represents one 
message. Each entry contains a sender and a receiver, the date of creation as well as the 
message itself along with a number of message flags. These flags keep track on whether or 
not the message was read, deleted or in which manners it was sent. There is also information 
on what folder the message currently resides in, stored in this table. As for the second table, it 
contains the folders created by each user. A folder entry contains information about who the 
owner of the folder is, the folder name and date of creation as well as how many read and 
unread messages it contains. The last two fields exist in order to remove unnecessary 
calculations on the server-side. Having these counters will transfer the work-load caused by 
the counting process from the listing function to the insertion and deletion tasks. As listing 
will be performed more often than insertion or deletion this takes strain of off the server. 

4.7 Contacts 
It is possible for the users of XPort to keep track of one another through the supported contact 
list. This allows them to see who of their friends and co-workers are currently logged into the 
system; see Appendix D Image 8.4.b for contact list interface design. Other than a visual aid 
for this, the contact list also works as a shortcut to the individual members. Because of this it 
is easier to quickly send messages or get hold of, for instance, other users’ phone numbers and 
addresses. It is also possible to see if other members are logged into the system through, for 
instance, the occurrence of their names as authors in the forums, or as authors to news articles 
or comments. For this to work, the users in question do not need to exist in a list of contacts. 
 
The database workings of the online functionality are relatively simple. Each entry in the 
XPort member table is equipped with a flag showing whether or not a user is logged in. The 
previously mentioned possibility to see other users’ online status in, for instance, different 
forums only uses this flag parameter during page generation. The same is true for the status 
states in the contact lists. As for the database workings of the contact list itself it is also 
relatively simple; there is one table containing all of the contacts. Here an entry only contains 
an owner, and a note on which member is added to the owners list. 

4.8 Comments and news articles 
The comment module allows the users of XPort to leave comments in various places 
throughout the portal. A comment object is designed in such a way that it may be attached to 
almost any other object in the system. For instance, managers may attach comments to their 
co-worker’s submitted reports, users may comment on each others personal areas, and tasks 
may also be commented on. An example of the comment interface may be found in Appendix 
D Image 8.4.g. Other uses of this functionality are to attach extra information to project 
groups, or even to comment on comments themselves. Due to the nature of the comment 
object, it is also used to construct the global system news section as well as the news areas of 
each project. These uses are nothing but an extension of the comment-on-comment possibility, 
with an added web interface. 
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In order for the comment module to function properly there are two server-side PHP-scripts 
which are needed. The first one is an arbitrary XPort module output parser for objects which 
support commenting (image 4.8.a). This script is only required in order to let the user have 
access to the commenting functionality itself. The page template which is used by the output 
parser is also arbitrary to the extent that it displays the comment supporting object. The 
arrowed line in the picture represents a one-way communication between the template and the 
second server-side script, whereas the ordinary lines symbolize communication in both 
directions. The comment managing PHP-script is called when the user wishes to view the 
comments of an object. Comment entries are retrieved from the database and generated onto a 
pop-up template as an ordered list of articles. The connection representation between the 
manager and the pop-up template is multidirectional since it is through the pop-up that the 
user may also insert new comments for the selected object. In this case, the comment manager 
processes the new material, inserts it into the proper database table and then reloads the entire 
pop-up window. As for the news items, the comments are generated into a common window 
rather than into a pop-up. This is since the presentation required for news entries is slightly 
different from that of a comment; hence a pop-up presentation would not be beneficial. 
 
All comments are stored in a single database table. Since there is no natural hierarchical form 
for the entries, it is not necessary to store them in any other way than as a flat list within the 
database. An entry representing a comment consists of the comment text body, a time of 
creation as well as information on who created it. It also contains a flag showing what kind of 
object it is attached to together with a connection to the object itself. As for the news item 
aspect of comment entries, it also contains a subject field where a news headline may be 
stored. When commenting on a comment, or on a news item, there is also a counter keeping 
track on how many comments the specific item has. The same is true for all other objects with 
comment functionality. This counter eases unnecessary load on the database server through 
the cost of a small extra usage of memory. This is since the number of comments for each 
object often is displayed to the user throughout the web page; it is less demanding to increase 
the counter every time a comment is created than it is to recount them every time a page is 
viewed. 

4.9 Groups - Projects or courses 
The group module is a very important part of the XPort system. This is what makes grouping 
users together into usable parties possible. A group may be of an arbitrary size and be 
equipped with for instance a group forum, a news section, a file and document archive as well 
as a group calendar; see Appendix D Image 8.4.a for interface design. Groups may be seen as 
the same thing as a project or a course since it is only what the users of the system decides to 
call them that differs. Project or course groups are created and managed by users in leading 
position, such as teachers or company managers. During the group creation it is possible to 
specify which tools should be available to its members. The group module is also used in 
order to create mailing lists within the XPort system. Since the message box module supports 

Image 4.8.a. The server-client communications.
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sending messages to multiple users at once, this is the way that it is done. Such groups may be 
created and managed by any user in the system. 
 
The group module uses two different database tables to function. The first one is the table that 
contains the actual group information. This is a Nested Set model based table containing a 
title, or a name of the group, a date and time of creation as well as the type of group. There is 
also a counter field keeping track of how many comments each group has received. The 
second table holds references to the various members of XPort tying them together with the 
groups from the previously mentioned table. Each entry in this table has a group reference and 
a member reference. Because of this it is relatively simple to add the same member to several 
different groups. 

4.10 Forum 
This XPort module adds forum support to the portal; in other words, it supplies the users with 
a mean to quickly communicate their thoughts to multiple members of the organization; see 
Appendix D Image 8.4.e for interface example. The level of accessibility for the forums is 
limited to the users who are members of the specific projects that the forum belongs to. In this 
way, a member has to be part of a project group to be able to interact through this media; 
hence, what is said within a project group, stays within the project group. In the same sense, a 
forum must have a connection to a group in order to be shown at all. A forum category is by 
default given the same title as the name of the group in which it belongs. This is not 
permanent however; it may be changed to better suit the purpose of the category. Should it be 
altered, a more discrete text is automatically added after the category title explaining to which 
group it belongs. 
 
The XPort forum works much like the kind of forum that users may be used to from other 
places on the Internet; it supports locked and sticky threads, keeps track on number of post 
views and displays how many answers there has been to a certain thread. This is so that it will 
be easier for the portal users to understand how everything works, making them feel more at 
home in the environment. In the XPort forum it is possible to see whether or not a person who 
has created a post is online. This is shown through a red or green icon next to the posting 
member’s name. It is also possible to click on a member in order to bring up their profile 
allowing other users to see, for instance personal information. 
 

 
 
As image 4.10.a shows, there is only one forum specific script which the client will come into 
contact with; the forum index file. This handles all of the post, thread and category listing by 
itself and the database workings through an internal helper file. Hence, all of the 
communication between the server-side and the user browser goes both ways. In other words, 
the server script generates the templates in order to list the proper categories, threads or posts, 
and the client side may then answer by creating new ones to be listed. Requests to create these 

Image 4.10.a. The server-client communications.
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items are accepted by the index script and entered into the database by calling the proper 
function from the helper file. Deletion of old items is done in the same way. 
 
A key difference between this and many of the other forums currently used on the WWW is 
the way that the XPort module handles and stores the forum categories. They are kept 
according to the hierarchical Nested Set model in the database. This is useful since the 
categories are hierarchical in nature. In other words, there is a forum root for the entire XPort 
system and then there are one or more project categories. This means that each created project 
or course in XPort is given its own sub-category, which may be seen as the root category in 
that specific project. Every project root may then have its own children categories used for 
arbitrary discussions within the project group itself. Because of the nature of the Nested Set 
model, it is relatively easy to quickly isolate all categories belonging to a certain project.  
 

 
 
The image 4.10.b illustrates of how a forum category tree may be constructed. This specific 
example shows what it may look like should the portal be used for course administration at 
the Luleå University of Technology. Each project or university department in this case, is 
given its own forum child of the LTU root category. As a forum needs an owner group if it is 
to be visible to the users, and it is not possible to be a member of the root group per design, 
the forum root category in the top of the image only acts as a root to the Nested Set tree. This 
makes it possible to expand the tree in the image to include other universities as well, without 
them needing to be children under LTU. 
 
The top level child which one has access to is viewed by the outside observer as the root 
element of each forum. For instance, the Department of CSEE and Department of 
Mathematics categories act as roots for these departments. Each of these may in turn possess 
their own children in the form of sub-categories; for instance courses like Algorithms or 
Linear systems as seen in the picture. All of these belong to their own specific groups making 
it possible for users to have access to the Algorithms-forum but not to the one of the Object 
oriented languages course, even though they are both part of the CSEE department. 
Categories may contain threads and posts, preferably in alignment with the specific category 
names. As a user who becomes a member of the Algorithm-course automatically becomes a 
member of both the Department of CSEE as well as the LTU groups, they will have access to 
these forums as well. 
 

Image 4.10.b. Forum category tree example.
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The forum category table contains, apart from the fields required by the Nested Set model, 
information on which project group it belongs to, when the latest post was created and who 
wrote it. It is also equipped with a title, a description as well as counters keeping track on the 
number of threads and posts within the category. The table containing all of the thread 
information does not follow the same model as the categories. Since the threads are not 
hierarchical in order they are stored in the database as a flat list of entries. Each thread entry 
has a reference to which category it belongs to, along with a title and information on who the 
creator is. It also has counter fields for keeping track of number of thread views and how 
many posts there currently are within the thread. This helps in lowering the unnecessary load 
on the server as threads will be listed more often than new ones are created. There is also 
information stored on who created the last post and when this was done, as well as flags 
remembering if the thread is sticky or locked. As for the table containing all of the posts, it is 
set up in the same way as the thread table; no hierarchical relations meaning there is no use 
for the Nested Set model. A post entry contains information on which thread it belongs to, 
when it was created and who created it, as well as the post body itself. 

4.11 Calendar 
The calendar functionality of XPort allows people in leading positions to set up schedules for 
their project groups or courses, as well as adding deadlines or other important dates for people 
to see; Interface design of the calendar is shown in Appendix D Image 8.4.c. This means that 
the common user who is member of multiple projects will have several schedules merged into 
his or her calendar. This user may then alter the combined schedule if there is something that 
they feel does not concern them, such as a lecture that they should not attend or an exam that 
they have already passed. The calendar module also handles collisions caused by merged 
schedules from multiple projects. It is possible for users to add their own events to their 
calendar, as well as sharing them with others. A calendar event may be seen as a container of 
both information and sometimes also other calendar events. This is, for instance, when a class 
schedule stretches over several weeks containing multiple lectures and classroom hours; the 
course itself may be seen as a calendar event while the individual lectures and classes are 
events contained within this. 
 
Each event has a starting time as well as an ending time, but may also be equipped with a 
notification time. This is mainly meant to be used for events which are highly important to the 
users, and that they need to be reminded of, but may of course be used on any arbitrary 
calendar entry. There are also different methods that may be used for the notification itself. 
For instance, an e-mail message or a mobile phone text message may be sent out at a given 
time. In order for this to work, a small application needs to be constantly running on the 
server checking for and issuing the notifications. 
 
Each calendar entry in the database is equipped with two users who are in charge of it; the 
person who created the item and a person who is set to be responsible for it, such as a teacher 
or project manager. It is however possible for these two positions to be filled by the same 
person. As stated before, each calendar item may also contain other calendar items; therefore 
each entry is equipped with a field keeping track of the item’s parent, as well as a counter 
containing the number of calendar event children. A calendar item database entry has fields 
for all the necessary components required to create a functional schedule; these are, for 
instance, the location of the event, start and stop times, event names as well as additional 
event information. A possible notification time and method may also be entered into separate 
fields. 
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4.12 Administration portal administration 
This is the module that allows for administration of the XPort system. Through the 
functionality and the interface provided here may the system administrator manage users as 
well as display statistics or logs regarding portal activity. Existing users may me searched for 
through any of the database fields in regards of personal user information. The resulting list of 
this search will bring up all users that match the search criteria in any of the selected fields. 
The system administrator may receive information regarding user access level, registration 
date as well as last log-in timestamp along with personal data. It is also possible to make the 
administration interface list all users of the system; however, this is only a special case of the 
search functionality. In both cases, the resulting list is divided into several pages in case there 
are many users to be listed. 
 
The administrator may access specific member profiles by selecting them from the list of 
search result. A user profile page supplies an overview of the user’s personal data; such as 
addresses, telephone numbers and social security numbers. It also lets the administrator know 
what level of system access the user is currently granted as well as whether or not their 
account has been temporary suspended. There is also a user specific log available through this 
profile interface. It shows all of the log-in attempts and log-out attempts that have been made 
by the user along with timestamps and IP-addresses. Unsuccessful attempts are stored along 
with successful ones. Since every log event type is colour coded it is relatively easy to quickly 
find unauthorized access attempts through this log. The system administrator may in this 
profile interface also change any of the user information should the need arise. They may also 
delete or temporary suspend users in this way. Account suspensions may be equipped with an 
automatic date of reactivation as well as a message regarding the suspension. 
 
Since all of the page visits are stored in the database, no matter if they were guest visits or 
member visits, the administration module also provides an overview tool for page statistics. It 
is possible for the system administrator to bring up a list showing the number of unique hits as 
well as the total number of visitors for each month that the portal has been running. Should it 
be necessary the administrator may view the months more in detail, spreading the unique and 
total numbers on each day instead. This may be useful in trying to find patterns that show 
when the server experiences the most or the least load. It is also possible to break down the 
statistics even further by listing the hits of specific days; this shows what time they occurred. 
 

 
 
When the system administrator wants to access the administration module they first need to 
connect to the server-side login script in order to generate the login page; done through the 
login template as seen in image 4.12.a. If the log on procedure is successful, the module’s 
index script will then generate a starting screen using the start template. At this page the 
administrator may choose to manage either the system’s members or the logs. The lines 
between the start template and the members and logs scripts in the image are equipped with 
arrows, meaning that they are one way communication. This is because that the start template 
is only used for generation by the administrator index script. The logs template and the logs 

Image 4.12.a. The server-client communications.
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script file communicates both ways since it is the script that generates the output, and it is the 
output interface that lets the script know what to generate. The same is true for the members’ 
script and its associated output templates. Here, the list template is used for member 
presentation and the form templates handle the management itself; for instance editing 
existing profiles or creating new ones. 
 
There are three database tables which are used by the administration module; the XPort 
member table, the member log and the visit log. The member table is where all the 
information regarding specific members is stored. Here, fields like name, encrypted user 
passwords, social security numbers, e-mail addresses, telephone numbers and postal addresses 
may be found. This is also where user settings, like their preferred language, are kept. In 
addition to the administration module, this table is also used by both the XCMS, for 
authentication purposes, as well as other modules which require personal user information in 
their interface layout. The member log table is the place where all of the successful and 
unsuccessful login or logout attempts are stored. The fields of this table keep information 
regarding action type, time and date as well as the IP-address of the client-side computer. 
There is also a reference to the concerned user account as well as an informational field to be 
used to, for instance, state that an incorrect password was the reason that access was denied; 
this field is left at its default NULL value for all successful login attempts. 
 
The XPort visit table keeps track on all of the visits made to the portal; no matter if a visitor is 
a member of the system, or just a guest who happened to wander in, they all get their 
information stored here. Apart from the time and date when the visit took place, the client-
side IP-address and a session identification reference is also kept in the table. The session 
reference is then used by the portal to track the members while they are using the system. 
There is also a referrer field in the visit log table. This may contain the referring web page’s 
address if there is such a page. The visit log table is the basis for the statistics retrievable 
through the administrator interface, described earlier. 

4.13 User interface design 
Nobody will ever buy a system that is too confusing or too frustrating to use; hence, a well 
considered interface design is vital in order for a software development to be successful. This 
is the case also for the XPort portal. To achieve a sufficient level of usability for customers to 
want to use the product, a well defined, logical and consistent way of interacting with the 
portal is essential. The XPort interface is therefore based on Jakob Nielsen’s theory on 
usability; the ten usability heuristics.  

4.13.1 Visibility of system status 
XPort provides a high level of visibility as easily understood feedback is provided to the user 
as much as possible throughout the system; especially in portal areas that employ the use of 
the AJAX method. For instance in the message box module, the user is presented with status 
information through this method when trying to send or reply to a message. They receive 
discrete progress feedback as well as a resulting success or failure notice when the operation 
is completed. Feedback of a more graphical aspect is also provided in the same module; when 
a message is deleted, it immediately disappears from the message list due to the use of the 
DOM display functionality. The HTML-code representing the message at the user browser is 
still there, but it is hidden from the viewer in a manner which leaves a feeling of speed and 
efficiency. 
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Another way that status is shown in XPort is that various icons flash when there are 
unattended or new things concerning the user. For instance, when there is an unread comment 
attached to an object, the user is notified of this through an appearing and disappearing 
comment icon next to the object. As the use of blinking icons is relatively common in other 
computer systems and web communities, it will be easier for the XPort user to understand 
what this means and why it has caught their attention. Another system status matter which is 
similar to the deletion of messages in the message box module, is the creation of new 
comments; when the user adds a comment, the pop-up window which is used for both 
displaying and creation is immediately reloaded. This lets the user see that the comment they 
just created has in fact been created. All of this aids in giving the users of XPort a feeling of 
safety while using the system. 

4.13.2 Match between system and the real world 
As XPort is intended to be used by both businesses as well as educational institutions the 
language has been kept on an easy and non-technical level. A causal and relaxed 
communication with the users makes them feel both safer and more comfortable. In this way 
they get a stronger sense of being in control and do not feel talked down to by the system 
since they can understand all of the information. In this portal the language is kept on the 
expected user’s level. It is not too high above them in technical terms, but not so simple that 
they would feel like they are treated like children by the system. Hence, XPort’s use of 
language does not make its users feel stupid in any way. 
 
Phrases used in the portal are of the kind that the user may recognize from working with other 
applications with similar functionality. For instance, users who have been exposed to any kind 
of commonly used web-based e-mail service would feel right at home working with the XPort 
message box module. This match is also true for anyone who has ever been sent a real-life 
envelope; they will immediately make the connection between the internal message icon, 
which is a picture of an envelope, and their previous experience of receiving a letter. 
Feedback sentences have been kept as short as possible while still containing all of the 
important information that the user need. The presentation of feedback in XPort was designed 
not to surprise the user as they then may become distracted from their actual work. It follows 
a natural and logical order which will not make the user think twice of it being there. 

4.13.3 User control and freedom 
The main menu with shortcuts to all the commonly used system modules is always present no 
matter where in the portal the user currently resides. In this way, they may always bring 
themselves to any other part of the system should they for some reason feel uneasy or just 
want to abort whatever they are doing. Having this ever present and well visible menu in the 
system will give the user a strengthen sense of safety. All pop-up windows may be closed at 
any time through either the built-in browser close-window functionality or the supplied 
interface link with the same function. Closing pop-up windows will cancel any action that the 
user may have started by opening them. The user is made aware of this through a quick tool-
tip displayed while hovering the link with the mouse cursor. 

4.13.4 Consistency and standards 
XPort was designed in such a way that users should recognize words, phrases and actions 
from other applications that they might have previously come into contact with. The same is 
also true for the use of graphical aids such as icons. These other systems may be both web-
based products as well as more platform dependent software. For instance, when using XPort 
for the first time the user should, before performing an action or clicking on any menu 
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alternative, know what to expect from the system in return. The consequences of using the 
Forward message button in the message box module should not come as a surprise to a user 
who have used any kind of e-mail application before. 
 
Sticking to existing standards is an effective way for XPort to lower its learning curve, thus 
making work less frustrating for the user. Consistency is also kept throughout the XPort portal 
itself. The same functionality is always referred to in the same way in all modules. Even 
matters such as the creation of new things are kept as consistent as possible. When creating a 
new message folder the user may for instance click a link with the text New folder. Similarly 
the link to create a new project is has the text New project rather than Start project or Create 
project. Such consistency exists in all of the supported languages. Icons throughout the 
system were also created in order to remind the user of previous experiences with other 
products (table 4.13.4.a). In this sense XPort takes great care not to confuse the user by 
assigning an improper or different meaning to the various icons. 
 

XPort icon Foreign icon Icon Functionality Foreign icon source 

  Save file MS Office Word 2003, Quick toolbar

  Closed folder MS Windows XP 2002, File explorer 

  Opened folder MS Windows XP 2002, File explorer 

   Text or data file MS Windows XP 2002, File explorer 

 

4.13.5 Error prevention 
Developer role-playing and testing have been very important during the design phase in order 
to find user error prone conditions within XPort. However, allowing possible users to try 
different parts of the portal has been about as valuable later on in the development. Having 
outside help while trying out functionality is very useful as developers and possible users may 
not always see things in the same perspective. Where user errors could not be entirely avoided, 
XPort uses short and informative feedback messages as to inform the user of what is 
happening, and why. For instance, XPort informs the user that closing a message pop-up 
window without sending the message will cancel everything making them start over from the 
beginning; something which may not always be the case with other web mail applications that 
the user may have experience working with.  

4.13.6 Recognition rather than recall 
XPort employs a strict on-screen policy. In other words, if the user needs something it should 
already be visible to them on the screen, or it should be retrievable without any noticeable 
effort for the user. Users of XPort are not to feel hindered or slowed down performing their 
work. Instead the portal is meant to ease the load on their memory by remembering for them 
or showing them the information that they need when they need it. The XPort portal employs 
a wide use of small but informative icons rather than having text and long sentences 
explaining various states and functionality. This is highly beneficial as it may be easier for 
many people to quickly understand and recognize a picture rather than words and text; 
especially if the user in question does not have a firm grip on the currently supported 
languages. Should XPort fail with allowing the user to recognize its icons, the quick hovering 
tool-tip functionality is an effective way of solving this. 
 

Table 4.13.4.a. Comparison of icons within and outside of XPort. Icons resized for better viewing. 
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The system icons are designed to remind the users of similar icons that they have seen before, 
and in this way making it easier for them to be recognized. This is something that also aids in 
lowering the system’s learning-curve. Another example when users may have the chance to 
recognize something rather than remembering it is when they are sending internal messages. 
If the user enters a given name when asked for the message receiver, and there is more than 
one current member with this name, they will be presented with a list of possible matches to 
choose from. Hence, they may not have to go look for the matching surname but can instead 
select it from the message pop-up screen. 

4.13.7 Flexibility and efficiency of use 
In order to make XPort flexible and more efficient for both the experienced users as well as 
those who are new to the system there are many links automatically inserted. For instance, 
every time a system user’s name is written on the screen there will be a shortcut to that 
member’s profile. Another example is the occurrences of project titles which has the same 
functionality. To remove the need of using the back button if a user just feels they want to for 
instance check out a profile in the background, these links are opened in pop-up windows. 
Another shortcut provided in the XPort system is the information in the forum category and 
thread lists. Here it is possible to see who wrote the latest post, and to be moved directly to it 
by clicking on a link. Also pages listing information of different kinds have shortcuts. If there 
are many pages of entries to list; links to each different page is provided. This makes it easier 
to skip several pages. 

4.13.8 Aesthetic and minimalist design 
In XPort the informational content provided by the system itself is kept as minimal as possible 
without making things more difficult for the users. Using icons that the user may recognize 
rather words or sentences when for instance linking makes it possible to increase the overview 
of the system. Should there be any confusion, additional help and information is immediately 
provided to the user via a JavaScript based tool-tip function which does not have any delay in 
showing itself. The consistency in portal layout and design, which is provided through the 
XCMS, makes the users feel safe and allow them in a short matter of time to learn where in 
the interface certain information may usually be found. This helps them in quickly locating 
buttons, icons, links or other visual aids which they may need in order to complete their work. 
There is no unnecessary or heavy imagery or text in the XPort design. Because of this, it is the 
portal gives a light feeling and does not steal the users’ attention away from their actual work. 

4.13.9 Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors 
The XCMS has a built in error messaging system designed to give a very detailed description 
on what went wrong. However, the information given in these messages may not always be 
proper to show to a live audience since they may not possess the level of technical skill to 
understand them, or they may not have the system access to do anything about it. That is why 
this error message tool is only used during portal development and not shown in the live 
version of the product. Instead, short but informative messages are presented to the user along 
with a possibility to return to the previous page to try again. In the message box module, when 
the user tries to send, reply or forward a message it is done through the AJAX method. 
Because of this the user will receive an immediate response on whether or not the sending 
process was completed successfully. In case it was not, the pop-up window feedback field 
will let them know about this. There is no use of confusing error codes in the feedback 
messages provided to the users as this would not be meaningful to them. 
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4.13.10 Help and documentation 
Help and additional information is always present in XPort through short instant tool-tips 
shown when the user lets their mouse cursor hover over something of interest. In this way 
they are not annoyed by constantly having loads of text in their face, but can instead enjoy 
short help when they need it simply by holding the cursor in the same place. Because of these 
hovering tool-tips it is possible to avoid step by step lists of instructions as the user gets the 
necessary information close to the area where it is needed. The help and informational texts in 
XPort were designed to be short, well focused and easy for the user to understand as they 
should aid the user rather than being an annoyance. 
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5 Evaluation of the implementation 
During the implementation of XPort, an essential part has been to ensure the modularity of the 
portal; that is, making sure that it stays as flexible as possible. This has been well achieved 
through keeping strict borders between each part of the system, as well as between the layout 
design and the background functionality. Setting up such boundaries before creating the actual 
system modules aided in the work itself as well as fulfilling the criteria about flexibility 
regarding new updates. The XCMS is what has done this possible. Creating a light weight 
version of a CMS was a vital choice of design when developing the system. The only 
drawback of this is that since the XCMS does not contain all of the features possessed by a 
fully fledged CMS, making system updates or managing the modules does put some 
expectations on the person doing so. Since things like adding or deleting modules cannot be 
done through the system administration interface, some knowledge of the PHP language as 
well as the workings of the portal itself is necessary; even with the system part usage 
documentation available in Appendix B. As this appendix only states what parts of the 
database and what system files is used for which module, a basic knowledge of programming 
is needed. 
 
The use of personas, scenarios and the ten usability heuristics was very beneficial in creating 
a usable interface for the portal. Taking turns in taking on the personality and character of the 
different personas, while solving the specific tasks specified in the scenarios, helped in 
finding places where the user could feel trapped or make mistakes. Since this allowed for 
these instances to be corrected before the first release, the use of these methods was a good 
choice. As for Jakob Nielsen’s ten heuristics, they worked as a checklist throughout the 
design phase of the development. Having such a tool to ease this was highly appreciated since 
it specifies exactly what kind of things to have, and what kind of things to avoid having, in an 
interface. Following this helped in, for instance, lowering the systems learning-curve. 
 
Employing the use of CSS together with the HTML for creating the interface templates has 
been highly rewarding in aspects of system consistency. This has made it easier to keep the 
same look and feel in every web page of the portal, especially since there was more than one 
developer. Using CSS allowed both to use the same styles without having to read through the 
others code too much. Since the same CSS is used on every page, it is easy to change the look 
of the entire portal from a single place. 
 
Using methods such as the DOM in the hierarchical tree view as well as AJAX has added 
positively to the user’s feeling and experience with the system. With the DOM approach, the 
collapsing and expanding of tree branches is taken place almost instantly. This creates an 
illusion of a very fast and dynamic system, even if the server and its network connection are 
slow. The same goes for the use of the AJAX method. Performing work in the background 
while allowing the user to do other things also creates an illusion of things happening quicker 
than they actually are. Even though the user may get feedbacks regarding the result of the 
action some short time later, the AJAX method may still enhance their experience of XPort 
being a fast system. 
 
The usage of the Nested Set database model for storing hierarchical data in, for instance, the 
forum module helped in making the development work less complicated as well as the 
database more robust. This is for example due to the fact that it is not necessary to remember 
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to make sure that sub-trees are not orphaned using this method; they cannot be. It is also an 
effective way of storing hierarchical data through a concept that is relatively easy to 
understand. 
 
The cost of the XPort system is relatively low. The server runs very well on older and cheaper 
hardware, and there are no third-party licences which need to be acquired raising the cost. As 
for the client-side hardware it only needs to be able to handle not too old versions of the 
commonly used web browsers, along with support for JavaScripts. The only thing that most 
likely will cost any money for the XPort owner after acquiring the system is the use of the 
mobile phone features. Most of the current date SMS gateways on the Internet will charge a 
small amount for each text message passing through their system. This should however not be 
a problem for larger companies or educational institutions, but smaller businesses with limited 
economy may want to consider turning this feature off. 
 
Should the target group of the system be expanded, additional languages may have to be 
added, or different words may have to be used. This is however a relatively easy task to 
accomplish, as explained in the language support chapter. Changing matters to address people 
who do not have an understanding of for instance the western use of colours or the way that 
the icons look may be somewhat more demanding. Here a little more work may be necessary 
as to change colour-patterns or layout design and creating new icons; should it be needed. 
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6 Discussion 
This has been an exciting and rewarding project to complete. We have had the opportunity to 
use many of the things that we have learned during our education as well as to try new 
solutions in the development. The criteria that were set up in the beginning have all been 
fulfilled and we are very satisfied with the final product. Creating this kind of administration 
portal is a much more demanding task than one may think at first glance. Both of us have 
gained much experience and knowledge from this work, just as we expected to. The sum of 
all this is that even though there are areas which may be subject to future work, the current 
version of XPort can be used as the fully functional, easy-to-use administration platform that 
it was designed to be. 
 
The interface design of the XPort portal has a few shortcomings in regards of the level of 
professionalism; it looks much like a web community and little like an administration 
platform. Even though role playing with personas and scenarios was performed during the 
design phase, more user involved testing would be required to make sure that everything is on 
the right track. A small scale field test would also be necessary before launching this product. 

6.1 Conclusion 
All of the goals that were set up in chapter 2.4 have been satisfactory fulfilled. The 
functionality of the XCMS has been developed to the point that it would be able sustain a live 
web portal. As for the XPort modules, they supply all of the functionality that was intended 
for this administration platform. The user interface needs a little more attention in order to 
make it more attractive to the target group. However, in conclusion the XPort administration 
portal is a flexible and user friendly system which is well on its way of becoming a real and 
desirable solution for companies as well as educational institutions. 

6.2 Future work 
All throughout the creation of XPort the idea of continued development was always present. 
This is why the portal was designed with a CMS foundation. Thus, adding new modules or 
functionality to the existing product is a relatively easy task. Complementing the system with 
additional language choices is also cheap due to the dynamic nature of the XCMS. 
 
As many organizations may value not being limited by Internet connections or geographical 
whereabouts, considerately more work may be put into the mobile phone access aspect of the 
system. Allowing for easy interfacing and more functionality options while using mobile 
phones as points of connection would seriously enhance the mobility of the portal. 
 
More work may be put into adding more functionality to the XCMS and system administrator 
interface. For instance, features allowing the administrator to create or delete of language 
support through the web interface rather than going into the code itself could prove useful. In 
the same way, supplying an easy way of installing and uninstalling modules through this 
interface would also put less demand on the administrator, as well as further ease the insertion 
of new modules after the system has already been deployed. A more user involved testing as 
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well as a more professional web interface design may also be beneficial for the XPort 
administration portal. 
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8 Appendices 
8.1 Appendix A – Interface connections 
 
 

 
 



8.2 Appendix B – Database table usage documentation 
 

 
 



8.3 Appendix C – Interface evaluation tools 
Personas used in role play interface testing by the XPort designers.  
 

 Persona 1 – John 
Smith 

Persona 2 – Jane Gold Persona 3 – Tom Fox 

Age 18 40 58 
Occupation High school student Computer programmer, 

system administrator 
duties. 

Economics teacher 

Character Confident and 
sometimes a bit 
careless. Only does 
what he himself finds 
important. Quickly 
becomes impatient 
when things are not 
going his way. 

Confident character. She 
is funny, takes pride in 
her work and sometimes 
enjoys showing off in 
front of her co-workers. 
She knows the 
importance of good 
planning and has 
enough patience not to 
rush herself into things. 

Careful and calm 
personality. Seldom 
stresses himself up and 
pays attention to every 
detail in life before 
moving on. 

Interests Computer and video 
games, music, friends, 
partying, movies. 

Software development, 
her two dogs, friends, 
cooking, role playing 
games. 

His family, economics, 
teaching, watching and 
reading the news. 

Education Currently in high 
school. 

MSc in Computer 
Science. 

PhD in Industrial 
Economics, pedagogic 
studies. 

Computer Thinks of himself as 
skilled with computers. 
Mostly uses them for 
games, but have 
experience with most 
kinds of commonly 
used applications. 
Resorts to the trial-and-
error approach when 
faced with a problem. 

Considers herself being 
a skilled computer user. 
Knows her way around 
several operating 
systems as well as most 
types of applications. 
Only reads manuals 
when she has to. 

Only uses computers 
when he has to. Familiar 
with the Windows XP 
platform and common 
Office applications. 
Careful on unfamiliar 
ground; prefers using 
manuals and step-by-step 
instructions rather than 
just clicking around. 

Portal 
feelings 

Amused to have 
another technical 
playground. Happy if 
he does not have to 
waste time printing out 
a lot of papers for his 
teachers. Otherwise he 
does not really care 
about administration 
portals. 

She is positive towards 
administration portals 
and finds them to be 
effective tools for 
quickly spreading 
information among 
concerned people.  

Would rather do things 
the old fashion way in 
which he feels safe, but is 
open to new ideas as he 
understands the possible 
potential with 
administration portals. 
Willing to give 
technology a chance even 
though it may slow his 
work down a little. 



Portal 
expectations 

Endorses everything 
that may make his life 
easier and allowing 
him to do less actual 
work. Other than this, 
he does not really care 
for administration 
portals. 

Being a skilled 
computer user she 
expects the tools she 
uses to be both logical 
and effective as not to 
slow her down. If she 
needs help, she expects 
it to be easily 
retrievable. 

Does not want to work 
with complicated 
systems. Neither does 
he care much for time 
saving shortcuts nor 
other things that may 
make him feel less in 
control. 

Religious and 
personal 

background 

Agnostic; does not care 
at all about religion. 
Has lived all his life in 
a nice suburb to a 
relatively large city. 
Slightly overprotected 
by his parents and also 
a bit spoiled being an 
only child.  

Protestant. Goes to 
church only when she 
has to; for weddings, 
funerals and so on. 
Believes there is 
something out there, but 
prefers science and the 
teachings of evolution. 
Lived all of her life in 
large cities, moved 
around a lot when she 
was a child. 

Protestant. Takes his 
family to the church on 
all big holidays and 
major events. Lived a 
secure and protected life 
at a farm in the 
countryside. Used to 
hard manual labour as 
well as taking 
responsibility at an 
early age. 

Society Lived and experienced 
western culture and 
society all of his life; 
does not know much 
else. 

Lived and experienced 
western culture and 
society all of her life. 
Tries to have a firm 
insight into other 
cultures and societies 
through media and 
through her many 
travels. 

Lived in Asia for 
roughly twenty years of 
his life. Has a firm grip 
on western, Chinese as 
well as Japanese culture 
and society. 

 Persona 1 – John 
Smith 

Persona 2 – Jane Gold Persona 3 – Tom Fox 

 
Examples of persona scenarios used by the developers to test different aspects of the interface. 
 
Three examples with persona 1 – John Smith 

1. It is Friday. John has spent the whole day playing on his computer and suddenly 
realizes that he has not yet turned in the Industrial economics report which should 
have been handed in today. Luckily the school recently started to use the new XPort 
system and his course is one of the first to try it. He quickly logs in to the new portal 
from his home computer and finds his way to the Industrial economics course pages. 
He finds the report assignment and uploads his report pfd-file. After this, he continues 
to the personal pages and checks whether or not the report can be seen in his private 
file and document archive. It can; John is satisfied when he logs out. 

 



2. In the middle of the night, John suddenly realizes that he forgot to change a vital detail 
in his report. Since it is the night between Friday and Saturday, and he is still playing 
his favourite computer game, he finds it fort the little effort of logging into the XPort 
system. Well there, he continues to his message box and creates a new message. Since 
he cannot remember how his economics teacher spells his given name, he simply 
enters the family name in the to-field of the message. He is happy when the list of 
name suggestions appears in the pop-up and quickly selects his teacher. After writing 
his mail and sending it as an internal message he forgets to log out of the system and 
continues playing. 

 
3. John wakes up late on Saturday morning; it must be 3 p.m. already. He finds that his 

computer is still running. After a yawn he decides to log into the XPort system to see 
if the teacher has read his report yet. When he comes to his starting page he 
immediately finds a small blinking icon. The tool-tip tells him that he has unread 
comments on one of his files when he moves the mouse cursor over the icon. As he 
clicks it, he finds a note written by his economics teacher regarding the report. It says 
that the work is still not graded because of a delay in the teacher’s schedule. John 
leaves everything and heads downstairs for breakfast. 

 
Three examples with persona 2 – Jane Gold 

1. Jane saw an interesting post in the forum of the new project group the other day, and 
decides that she wants to read it again. Remembering in which thread it was she 
quickly logs into the system and finds the FunGame project group from the menu. 
Entering the forum section she notices that there are no new posts in the thread Silly 
Ideas for FunGame. This does not matter however, since she is interested in an older 
post. After opening the thread she quickly skips forward to page two where she finds 
what she is looking for. 

 
2. The post that Jane found earlier was written by her colleague Jonathan Winston in 

another part of the office floor. She saw in the forum that he was not currently logged 
into the system by looking at the little marker next to his name, so she decides that she 
will call him to discuss his ideas. Since Jonathan is a member of Jane’s contact list she 
quickly uses it to find his profile page, along with his phone number. 

 
3. Being a trusted member of the company and because of her previous administration 

experience, Jane is in charge of the XPort system administration area. Her supervisor 
has indicated that she would be interested in knowing how the activity in using XPort 
has increased since they invested in the portal, as she feels that maybe not everybody 
has accepted the new way of organizing things. Jane uses her system administrator 
access to log into the administrator area. Well there, she selects the log section in the 
left hand menu and prints some of the monthly overview statistics of portal hits. 

 
Three examples with persona 3 – Tom Fox 

1. Tom needs to set up the Industrial economics course pages in the new XPort system 
which the school will start using this new semester. He is a bit sceptic towards the 
whole thing, but does not complain too much. Taking his time to read everything that 
seems relevant, he logs in to the system with using his teacher account. He makes his 
way into the course management pages and creates a new course with all supported 
features. After adding all of the students who will be attending to the course group he 
logs out of the system. 



2. After his coffee break Tom decides that he himself wants to enter the finished course 
schedule which he recently received. He logs into the XPort system and finds the 
Industrial economics course under the course management are. Well there, he selects 
the scheduling functionality and starts adding new items corresponding to his received 
schedule of class room bookings. When he is done he does not log out of the system. 

 
3. Tom realizes that he ought to let the students know about the course being in the new 

system and that they now have access to it. He clicks on the message box menu 
alternative followed by the new message link. When he is prompted with the pop-up 
window he selects the course group from the receiver drop down menu, realizing that 
this will send messages to all students at once. After writing the message text, he 
decides to send everything as an internal message as well as an e-mail message. When 
this is done, he wishes to make sure that everything is alright. He does this by moving 
to the message box containing the sent messages. He is pleased that everything 
worked the way it was supposed to. 

 



8.4 Appendix D – XPort design examples 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Image 8.4.a. Project group task interface. 

Image 8.4.b. Contact list interface.

Image 8.4.c. Calendar interface.



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Image 8.4.d. Message box interface.

Image 8.4.e. Forum interface. 

Image 8.4.f. File archive tree interface.



 Image 8.4.g. Comment interface.




